
1.
Cut the strips to size.  
Add a bleed of 5mm.

2.
Clean and dry the 
glass and the frame. 

6.
Completely remove 
the water moving the 
squeegee vertically 
down and up.   

3.
Use 2 adhesive strips to 
remove the protective 
film from the adhesive.  

7.

5.
Position the strip flush 
with the top maintaining 
a distance of one strip 
width to the window 
frame – you can use 1 
film strip as application 
aid.

9.
If necessary, cut the film 
strips to fit within the frame.  
Use a squeegee to dry the 
edge.  Use a soft cloth/
kitchen roll to carefully 
absorb the residual moisture 
on the frame.

4.
Spray the entire 
adhesive side of the 
strip with assembly 
solution. 

8.
Repeat step 6 – Completely 
remove the water moving the 
squeegee vertically down 
and up – Continue until the 
glass surface to be equipped 
is covered with strips.  

WARNING!  NEVER clean the films dry!

Bird deterrent strips  
semaSORB PROBIRD - TAPE

 APPLICATION INSTRUCTION

· Scissors & ruler
· Spray bottle with assembly solution

(water with several drops of assemblyconcentrate)
· Clean, soft cloth or kitchen roll
· Cutter
· Squeegee with felt

Application equipment:
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Repeat steps 4+5 – spray the 
entire adhesive side of the strip 
with assembly solution – 
Position the strips flush with the 
top maintaining a distance of 
one strip width to the last film 
strip.
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Instruction  
for attaching bird protection tape to windows 
semaSORB PROBIRD400® Tape/ semaSORB PROBIRD500® Tape 

Video- Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oLidun_Kj8 

1. Cut strips
Length of strips + 5 mm bleed1. 

2. Cleaning the glass surface
The glass surface is sprayed with a mixture of water, a detergent and a little spirit.and cleaned. Remove the glass 
surface with a rubber wiper. 

3. Applying the template
The 1st strip (protective foil still left) can be applied to the edge of the glass as an application template and then 
be adhesive tapes can be attached at the top and bottom in such a way that they can be easily removed. 

4. Spray the window wet
Spray the window  wet with the assembly spray solution (0.5 l water + a few splashes of assembly concentrate). 

5. Remove the protective film from the bird protection tapes
Remove the protective film from the bird protection strip using 2 adhesive strips and apply to the wet surface. 
Apply glass surface upside down. - The adhesive side points to you. – 

6. Mounting on glass
Now spray the adhesive side and turn the strip over, place it on the glass and add the water with the 
Completely spread out the supplied plastic squeegee. Starting from the top, then vertically downwards. For 
Lay cross stripes from one side to the other. If necessary, carry out this procedure repeat. 
Again and again spray the outside of the foil wet and only then paint it out ! 

Note: 
The glass surface should always be sprayed very well. The assembly spray solution can be used to spray the 
glass surface. Push the bird protection tapes  back and forth for a while until they are in the desired position. 
When applying to plastic surfaces, it is imperative that you test them in one place beforehand! 

7. Repetition of steps 5 and 6
Place the previously removed silicone strip flush with the first bird protection tape. This will even distance between 
the bird protection tapes. Now the next bird protection tape. Then remove the silicone strip again and place it on 
the second tape flush. Repeat the process until the glass surface is covered or all tapes are used up. 

8. Cut bird protection tapes to size
Cut the bird protection tapes at the end of the frame carefully with a cutting knife and place them on the frame. 
Make sure that the tapes do not slip. The remaining moisture along the frame with a soft cloth / carefully absorb 
the paper towel. Some of the freshly laid strips are still cloudy. This turbidity disappears within approx. 30 days. 
after assembly. This process may take longer in cold seasons. 

9. Notes
semaSORB-PROBIRD Tapes can be cleaned 30 days after installation with a window cleaner. 
(except TFT, LCD monitor detergents) that do not contain scouring agents. Hard do not use sponges, microfibre 
cloths, coarse cloths or brushes. Recommended soft sponges, soft cloths, soft felt wipers and rubber wipers..  
Never clean foils dry. 

The optimum temperature of the surface to be covered is between 15 degrees Celsius and 25 degrees Celsius. 
Solar radiation heats up the glass surface too much and should therefore be avoided during installation will be! 
If the pane is too hot, bubbles will form under the film, which will not be removed afterwards.  Micro particles 
causes the slightest curvature visible to the naked eye. 

Therefore, make sure that the glass surface is thoroughly cleaned. Adhesive residues on the surface of the glass 
can be remove well with spirit. Please ensure good ventilation. 




